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You may not see a great difference between the conceptual model and the relational design at this point.  

This stage of the design process transforms an ERD into table definitions. Table definitions are then used to 
create the physical database. 

 

We are transforming the terminology we have used to build our conceptual model into the equivalent 
relational database terminology, following naming conventions and restrictions. 

 

Simple entities (like the ones they will see in this lesson) are very similar to relational tables. However, once 
we get to foreign keys, arcs, and subtypes, there will be differences. 
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When we create a conceptual model, we are focused on the business and its rules. When we create a 
database design, the focus will be on database issues of storage, speed of transactions, security, etc. For 
example, in a Data Warehouse, the physical model is often deliberately de-normalized to give faster 
performance.   

Although these are important issues, they should not be considered before or above the business 
requirements. Data modeling pays attention to the business requirements, regardless of implementation. 
You may have the fastest and most secure database in the world, but if it doesn’t meet your business 
requirements, it’s not going to be of much use. 
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We will discuss primary, foreign and unique keys later in this lesson. 
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Transform: To change the elements of an ERD (entities, attributes, relationships) into database elements 
(tables, attributes, foreign keys). 
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The EMPLOYEE entity in the ERD (conceptual model) transforms into the diagram of the EMPLOYEES table, 
which represents the definition of the table in the relational model (physical implementation). The 
notations in the table diagram will be explained later in this lesson. 
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Map: To associate the elements of an ERD (entities, attributes, relationships) with database elements 
(tables, attributes, foreign keys). 
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Analysis and design are phases of the system development life cycle (to be discussed more later). When 
designing a system, analysis precedes design. Data modeling is done in the analysis phase. When you are 
satisfied that you have captured the business requirements in the data model, you move on to the design 
phase, where the ERD is mapped to a physical implementation.  
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In these simple examples there is a one-to-one mapping between conceptual and physical terminology (for 
example one entity becomes one table) but that this will not always be true in more complex models. 
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Short names are NOT mandatory, simply useful.  The suggested “rules” are one of several possible 
conventions for determining short names.  
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These rules do not guarantee uniqueness, but experience has proved that duplicated names are relatively 
rare. In the case of identical short names, just add a number to the one that is used less. Example: CTR and 
CTR1. 
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Note that Oracle table and column names can contain underscores but not hyphens.  For example, 
SALES_ORDERS is a valid table name but SALES-ORDERS is not.  

All database systems make recommendations on naming objects (such as tables). If you do not use an 
Oracle database, you should still decide on a naming convention and make sure it is compatible with the 
database system that you have chosen. 
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The next slide gives some examples of reserved words. 
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This site requires you to sign up, but it is free. It's a valuable source of technical information on all Oracle 
products. 
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